
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

The FireDiagnostics Suite is the most com-

prehensive collection of 1394 analysis, simulation 
and interface tools for a wide range of applications. 
Besides the well established and hardware assisted 
analyzer tools like Monitor, Recorder, Generator, 
Commander and Scriptor the suite also offers a set 
of software tools designed to integrate the FireSpy 
products in nearly all possible testing applications 
and to extend customization of the functionality 
beyond the feature set provided by DapTechnology. 

The foundation for all software tools included in the 
FireDiagnostics Suite is formed by the Application 
Programming Interface (API). With its interfaces for 

a wide range of development environments like 
C/C++, LabView and LabWindows and support for 
both Windows and Linux operating systems the 
application of FireSpy analyzers is extremely flexible. 
With its feature-rich function library, all hardware 
assisted analyzer tools like the Recorder and 
Generator can be controlled as well as more low-
level 1394 bus functions. 

The Recording Viewer is a standalone application 

targeted to allow trace (recorded data) analysis 
offline, i.e. without a connected FireSpy. The same 
comprehensive set of analysis tasks is available but 
allows for a much smaller PC footprint than having 
the entire FireSpy application installed. 

The Signal Monitor is an easy to use Mil1394 sub-

system monitor and analysis tool that benefits from 
the hardware implemented Mil1394 protocol. A 
customizable set of status signals can be pulled from 
the bus and displayed in nearly real-time on a 
customizable graphical Control Panel. Alarms can be 
setup to alert the operator of out-of-range values. 

Another cornerstone of the FireSpy products is the 
unparalleled high-level protocol support. Besides 

the hardware assisted integration of Mil1394 the 
FireSpys also support software-based analysis 
capabilities for consumer and industrial control 
based applications. The different protocols require 
very different implementation details and are 
therefore very unique in their implementation. 
However, some key characteristics can be identified 
and are listed below: 

 Nested protocol header decoding 

 Protocol payload separation 

 Handshake verification 

 Logical grouping of related transactions  

 Separate protocol view 

 Protocol layer CRC and Parity Check  

 Handshake timing analysis 

 Customization of display details 

Additionally, separate applications (Format Editor 

and Protocol Editor) allows for the modification and 

extension of the factory default decoding and 

identification definitions. This extremely powerful and 

versatile tool enables experienced users to build on 

top of the standard definitions, engage in early 

prototyping and benchmarking of protocols still in the 

specification development process, as well as add 

SPECIFICATION: 

Dimensions:   125 mm x 48 mm x 224 mm 

Weight:   760 g 

Operating Range:  0 – 75 C 

Power Requirements: 12 V, 10 Watt maximum 
   (without providing 1394 bus power) 

Compliance:  FCC Class A  

Connections:  USB2.0-connector for host-computer 
   RJ45 Ethernet connector 
   2 IEEE 1394-connectors (bilingual/Beta)  
   BNC-connector for external trigger-input  

Indicators:  Green LEDs for: 
    USB, Power, Ethernet, Trigger 

   Red LEDs for: 
   Record, Active, Generate 

   Buzzer 

Switches:  Tumble switch for Power On/Off 
   Push button for manual triggering 

Package Content:  FireSpy810 
   Switching AC/DC Power Supply 
   1394b Cable (Beta - Beta) 
   1394b/1394a Cable (Bilingual – 6pin) 
   Trigger Cable 

Product warranty:  6 months limited warranty 

Part Number:  FS081 (FireSpy810 w. 6 months warranty) 
   HSS81 (Extended Warranty for 12 months) 

Optional Configuration: FS041b (TSB41BA3) 
    FS041bT (TSB41BA3 and transformers) 
    support: 100(B), 200(B) and 400(B) Mbps 

SW Add-on modules: SBP2 protocol software package 
   IIDC protocol software package 
   AV/C protocol software package 
   IP1394 protocol software package 
   Mil1394 protocol software package 
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HARDWARE PLATFORM: 

A special Embedded Systems Design Kit Platform based on the Xilinx 
Virtex-6 is available. It provides a development environment for 
embedded system designs that demand high-performance, serial bus 
connectivity and advanced memory interfacing. The ESDK may be 
connected to a host computer via the PCI Express interface.   
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

FPGA Device XC6VLX130T-2FFG1156C 

Onboard Memory 1GB DDR2 SO-DIMM (expandable) 

Configuration FLASH 256MB 

1394 PHY / LLC FireCore (FireGate + FireLink) 

Configurable I/Os 

and indicators 

8 DIP switches, 6 pushbuttons, 16 LEDs 

76-pin High Speed User IO connector         

(16 differential I/O, 3 differential clocks, 5 

single ended I/O, 3.3V power) 

Standard Interfaces RS232, DB9 connector 

PCI Express x4 Cable Connector  

6x 1394b (Beta) connectors 

Package Content ESDK3200 Development Platform 

Universal AC/DC Adapter 

1394 Cable 

PartNumber ESDK3200 

Check directly with DapTechnology for availability of Altera platforms. 

 

PRODUCT OVERVIEW: 

In order to foster the market adoption of S3200 DapTechnology has 
released a dedicated embedded system development kit  
FireESDKTM. It is aimed at providing a suitable HW and FW 

reference platform for rapid embedded systems prototyping of 
various products with a high speed serial bus interface. 

FireESDKTM utilizes the innovative 1394 IP solution FireCore™ (i.e. 

the combined IP building blocks for LLC IP (FireLink®) and PHY IP 
(FireGateTM) and thus creates a very flexible, customizable and 
expandable reference platform for any embedded systems design. 
Therefore the new platform represents a streamlined SOC 
development platform and allows combining FireCore™ with other 
embedded systems components (e.g. data compression and 
encryption mechanisms, onboard data processing, etc) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Example of a dual-lane (PHY and LLC) SOC with 3 ports per PHY 

 

DESIGN FEATURES AND BENEFITS: 

There are several advantages when using FPGAs to implement a 
complete 1394 I/O interface. Some of these are: 
 
Single-chip solution: Combination of PHY IP and Link Layer IP 

thus creating smaller solutions. Additional components can be 
added to create a System-On-Chip (SOC) solution. 

Flexible number of ports: Architecturally the HW support up to 6 

PHY ports with flexible routing. 

Flexible number of nodes: FireCore can be run multiple times 

within the FPGA thus creating the design possibility for devices with 
redundant bus interfaces (essential for deterministic and high 
reliability systems) or multilane devices for even higher bandwidth 
requirements.  

Optional debug and test features (pending): Optionally, the user 

can include debug and test features like BERT (Bit Error Rate Test) 
Low level data monitoring and recording  

Field-upgradable: The used FPGAs are field upgradable thus 

allowing the addition of new features or bug fixes, even if the device 
is already in the field. 

Cost effective ASICS: Once a design is finalized an IP solution 

offers a cost effective path to rendering a custom ASIC.   

 

 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION: 
 

DapTechnology B.V. DapUSA, Inc. 
Zutphenstraat 67 780 W San Angelo Street 
7575EJ Oldenzaal Gilbert, AZ 85233 
the Netherlands United States of America 
Ph:   +31 541 532941 Ph:   (480) 422 1551     
Fax: +31 541 530193 Fax:  (302) 439 3947 
sales@daptechnology.com sales@daptechnology.com 

www.daptechnology.com www.daptechnology.com 
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